Introduction
Dhudhuroa was a language of northeastern Victoria. The first experience Aboriginal people in this area had of Europeans was when some of them witnessed the Hume and Hovell expedition pass though in 1824 on their way from Lake George in New South Wales to Port Phillip. Their next experience was in 1830 when smallpox spread south ahead of white settlement in New South Wales. It must have killed a considerable number of people in Victoria. The first squatters crossed the Murray from New South Wales in 1835, the same year that Melbourne was founded. In 1838 a party of would-be settlers and their stock led by George Faithfull were attacked by Aborigines near Benalla and seven of them killed in what became known as the 'Faithfull Massacre'. A larger number of Aboriginal people were killed in retaliation. Squatters had taken up virtually all of northeastern Victoria by the mid 1840s. There are no reports of other large scale killings, but the area is mountainous and was remote from large towns, and the number of squatters was small. In 1852 gold was discovered at Beechworth and Omeo, and the following year in the Ovens valley and later at other places including Rutherford and on the Mitta-Mitta. The discovery of gold brought thousands of newcomers to the area.
By the 1860s only scores of Aboriginal people remained, perhaps fewer (see the quote from Howitt below). TW Mitchell describes Black Mag (pictured) , who died in 1883, as 'the last of the Jaimathang' 1 (see below). This is not accurate, since there are still people today who trace their ancestry to the Dhudhuroa and other people of north-eastern Victoria, but designating individual Aboriginal people as 'the last of the tribe' has been common and reflects a certain perception.
We have material on the Dhudhuroa language collected by RH Black Mag, Towong, Victoria 1883. (One of the last speakers of Dhudhuroa). Photograph provided by Rotary, Corryong. a paper he published from these notes. There is also some vocabulary entitled 'Barwidgee', collected by JFH Mitchell. One short version was published by J Mathew in Eaglehawk and crow 1899 and a slightly different manuscript version has come to light, together with some additional vocabulary. Mathews' published paper contains only a small proportion of the material in his notes. It does contain vocabulary not in the notes. We have a manuscript version of this vocabulary interpolated in an offprint of another paper (see 1.1 below). The present paper is an attempt to produce a consolidated account that includes Mathews' field notes, drafts and manuscript vocabulary, as well as his published grammatical sketch, along with Mitchell's brief Barwidgee word list. Within the text all words are transcribed into a broad phonetic form in accordance with current conventions and given in bold, but original spellings are given in italics wherever any doubt about the interpretation might arise.
According to Mathews (1909: 278) :
The Dhudhuroa [sic] was spoken by the Dyinningmiddhang tribe 4 on the Mitta Mitta and Kiewa rivers, and along the Murray valley from Albury to Jingellic. Minyambuta, a dialect of the Dhudhuroa, was the speech of the tribes occupying the Buffalo, King, Ovens, and Broken rivers, with the tributaries of all these streams. From Jingellic eastward was the country of the Walgalu tribe, whose speech resembled partly the Dhudhuroa and partly the Dyirringan, a tongue spoken from about Nimmitabel to Bega. 5 Dhudhuroa appears to consist of the first syllable of the word for 'no' reduplicated. The word for 'no' is dhubalga. It is common in southeastern Australia to base language names on the word for 'no'. The name almost certainly contains a reduced form of wurru, which means 'mouth' or 'language' in a number of Victorian languages. 6 The final syllable is probably -wa, which is found on quite a few other words. Thus we probably have Dhu-dhu-(wu)rru-wa. Theddora is sufficiently similar to Dhudhuroa for us to be able to equate them, assuming stress on the first syllable as in most Australian languages. The location Howitt ascribes to Theddora tends to confirm this. The form -mittang is used for a number of tribe or clan names in the area. Here is the relevant passage from Howitt:
Howitt mentions a
The 8 commonly called the Omeo tribe, was divided into two sections -(a) the Theddora-mittung, occupying the sources of the Mitta-Mitta River 3.
Wesson 2000: 67. 4. Smyth's map shows this as Ginning-motong.
5.
Mathews 1909: 278. 6. Massola (1962: 324) gives this etymology.
7.
We adopt the convention of representing original notations in italics and phonetic transcriptions in bold.
8. Howitt (1904: 77) , following Bulmer (see Wesson 2000: 77) , suggests the name may come from ya-yau 'yes' and thang 'speech' or 'tongue', the latter also appearing in Muk-Thang 'excellent speech', a name for the Gippsland language. But it is likely that Yaitmathang contains the element midhang (also other spellings) found in many of the tribe or language names in the area. David Nash has pointed out to us that O'Grady and Hale recorded midhany 'tongue' in the Western Australian language Karlamayi (WA) (O'Grady 2001:293, 299) . Nash also notes that midhain 'tongue' appears in Daisy Bates' papers (365/47/2 (XII 2 C,1); 365/47/59-84 (C,4); 365/8.308). This Western Australian form is likely to be cognate with midhang. and its tributaries down to about the Gibbo Mountain, the Upper Kiewa River and the Ovens River to the Buffalo Mountain, thus being the neighbours of the Mogullum-bitch, the furthest out of the Kulin tribes. (b) The Kandangora-mittung, who lived on the Omeo plains, the Limestone River down to its junction with the Indi River, and the Tambo River to Tongiomungie. On the latter river they were in contact with the Kurnai. It is worth noting that the old road from Omeo to Bruthen follows the trail by which the Gippsland and Omeo blacks made hostile incursions into each other's countries.
The first mentioned, the now extinct Ya-itma-thang, occupied the mountain country in which rise the rivers Mitta-Mitta and Tambo, and some of the sources of the Ovens, and extended north at least as far as the Upper Yackandanda River, called by them Yakonda. I have been able to learn but little of the local organisation of the Theddora. Their country was discovered and occupied about the year 1838. In 1852 gold was discovered at Livingstone Creek, one of the confluents of the MittaMitta, and a great rush of miners set into the Omeo diggings. In 1862 there only remained four or five of this once numerous tribe.
The eastern boundary of the Ya-itma-thang was about the Cobbora Mountains, and thence down the Indi River to Tom Groggin's Run, their neighbours on that side being the Wolgal and Ngarigo tribes.
9
If we compare the locations, we see that Mathews' Dhudhuroa extends further to the north than Howitt's Theddora. Smyth (1878) contains a map showing Thara-Mirttong in the area around the Kiewa River.
10
This would appear to be another version of Dhudhuroa plus a version of the -mittang/-middang suffix found on a number of tribe or clan names in the area.
There are sources available for Pallanganmiddang. Smyth's map shows Pallungan Middah to the southeast of Wodonga, and one of the sources for this language comes from Thomas Mitchell, Tangambalanga. This is a town about twenty kilometres southeast of Wodonga. A century ago it was a government run camp at which survivors of European incursions congregated from various districts. Howitt includes a Balaung Karar on his map of the area south west of Wodonga.
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It is likely that Balaung equates with Pallang, so it may be that Pallanganmiddang also extended to the southwest of Wodonga. It seems that this language was the western neighbour of Dhudhuroa.
There is vocabulary for Barwidgee collected by JFH Mitchell (see above). The location is given as 'Upper Murray' and Barwidgee is a property situated just to the northeast of Myrtleford. This vocabulary shares 62% (54.5/88) with Dhudhuroa and 30% (25/84) with Pallanganmiddang. Almost all of the words that are not Dhudhuroa are Pallanganmiddang or are words that were spread by Europeans such as budjeri 'good', brolga 'brolga', gibba 'stone', gunya 'camp' and baal 'no'. On the figures and allowing for the intrusion of non-local words one could assume Barwidgee was a dialect spoken by the Dyinningmiddang, probably a western dialect bordering the territory of the Pallanganmiddang. This fits the location (see map). There is, of course, the possibility that the informant mixed two distinct languages, not an impossibility given that some non-local words are included. The Barwidgee vocabulary has been 9. A a more extensive collection of sources for the area and an interpretation of them are contained in Wesson's Historical atlas.
Sources
Practically all the available material is from RH Mathews and consists of notes, drafts of a sketch grammar and a very short published grammatical sketch. It is important to note that the published sketch contains only a fraction of the material in the notes and drafts.
Notes
Mathews' notebook contains grammatical information and some stories in English (p35-38). Other pages are headed 'Dhudhuroa'. Notebook 7 contains grammatical information and some vocabulary.
Page 40 is headed 'Neddy Wheeler of Jinningmiddha tribe, native of Mitta-Mitta -his father belonged to there -his mother belonged to Walgaloo tribe Walaragang. Dhoo'-dhoo-ro'-wa Language'.
15
As mentioned above, we have a manuscript version of the published vocabulary written alongside Kurnu (= Kurnai) vocabulary in an offprint of Mathews' 1902 article 'Languages of some native tribes of Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria '. 16 This annotated offprint is to be found in the collection of Mathews' papers in the National Library.
17
The spelling differs in places from that in the published source and it clarifies some obscurities in the printed diacritics.
Drafts
Folder/document L: 'The Dhudhuroa Language' (5pp).
12.
Other spellings include Gilla matong and Gelematong.
13. Tindale 1974: 203f. 14. Mathews (n.d.) Folder/document AJ 'The Dhudhuroa Language' (4pp).
Published paper
Mathews, RH 1909, 'The Dhudhuroa language of Victoria', American Anthropologist XI: 278-284.
There is also the vocabulary of Barwidgee discussed above.
Mitchell, JFH 1899, 'Barwidgee vocabulary', in J Mathew Eaglehawk and Crow: 208-272.
Neighbouring languages
Dhudhuroa speakers were probably bordered on the north by the Wiradjuri, who lived across the Murray. To the northeast lay the Walgalu, to the east the Ngarrugu. To the south in the Omeo area was Howitt's Kandangora-mittung, which was probably closely related. To the south again was the territory of the Gippsland tribes. To the west lay the territory of the Thagungwurrung, who spoke a dialect of the Central Victorian Language, which is a Kulin language closely related to the other Kulin languages of western Victoria. However, the sources for the area between Dhudhuroa territory and Thagungwurrung territory are not good and there may have been other dialects of Dhudhuroa or of the Central Victorian language spoken between the Ovens and the Broken Rivers. Pallanganmiddang was probably spoken to the northwest of Dhudhuroa territory.
Percentages of common vocabulary between Dhudhuroa and its neighbours are as follows:
These figures are all quite low and do not suggest a close relationship between Dhudhuroa and any neighbour. They partly reflect widespread roots such as djina 'foot', and partly a few words shared between Dhudhuroa and individual neighbours. These locally shared items are mostly fauna terms, a category that figures prominently in borrowing. 
Phonology
We assume that the set of phonemes used in Dhudhuroa was similar to that found in other languages of southeastern Australia and Australia in general. The consonants given below shows all the 'sounds' distinguished by Mathews.
Consonants
Some Australian languages do not distinguish dentals and palatals phonemically, but Dhudhuroa appears to, at least with stops, as evidenced by the following contrasts in initial and intervocalic position, and between a nasal and a vowel:
With other languages there are often multiple sources and therefore multiple tokens for many words. This often shows fluctuation between dental and palatal notation and suggests no phonemic distinction. In the case of Dhudhuroa there is only Mathews and the Barwidgee list. All we can say is that in the dozen or so instances With nasals the position is not quite so clear, although Mathews, alone among the early recordists, was able to pick dental nasals from alveolar nasals, at least some of the time. There are contrasts intervocalically before a and u:
In initial position ny occurs before a (nyanda 'many') and before i (nyinyanga 'today'). There is only one example of initial nh in Mathews and that is in nheh 'I don't know' (See section 3.7), but on comparative grounds one would expect that nagai 'look', 'see' should have an initial nh , and we have taken the liberty of transcribing the root as nhaga-. There may have been dental laterals, but there is no evidence for them.
Presumably there were two rhotics, but Mathews does not distinguish them. We transcribe all rhotics as rr. We expect that there were retroflex consonants, but there is no clear evidence for them. 
Vowels
Mathews uses all five vowel letters in his notation, but many Australian languages have only three vowel phonemes (i, a and u). In some instances we have interpreted Mathews' e as i and his o as u.
Phonotactics
A feature of Dhudhuroa is that almost all words ended in a vowel. The only words with a final consonant are the following: It is likely that Dhudhuroa allowed only vowel-final words and that the words listed above could be explained away if we had more data. This interpretation is strengthened when one considers that there are a number of words with a final syllable -ba following a consonant. It looks as if Dhudhuroa may have employed the strategy of adding -ba to produce vowel-final words. This strategy is attested elsewhere in Australia. The following list shows correspondences between Dhudhuroa forms with -ba and forms in neighbouring languages, mostly Ngarrugu, without -ba.
Stress
In the vast majority of Australian languages stress falls on the first syllable, but we cannot assume that this is always the case. Hercus reports stress on various syllables in Mathi-Mathi. 18 Mathews marks stress on some words, mainly on a non-initial syllable, and mainly on the vowel a. There is not enough information for us to be able to say much about stress, and we must bear in mind that Mathews may have been hearing the relative sonority of the open vowel a over the close vowels as evidence of non-initial stress.
Morpho-syntax

Nouns
Case
Two case suffixes can be found in Mathews' material:
18. Hercus 1986: 115f.
The form of the ergative-instrumental is interesting. In many Pama-Nyungan languages one of the forms representing the ergative is -nggu. Since Mathews writes ngu, the question arises of whether this is another example of -nggu or whether it is -ngu, which could, of course, be a reflex of -nggu. Because Mathews writes sequences such as ngga in some words, we assume ng represents a velar nasal (ng) and ngg a velar nasal followed by a velar stop (ngg). Mathews occasionally puts an apostrophe or a dash between the ng and the following vowel. This notation certainly represents a velar nasal. Fortunately one such notation is used for the ergative, which confirms that the form is -ngu.
'Some people killed a snake'.
There also appears to be a locative -nga. Mathews does not explicitly mention this, but a number of adverbs of place end in -nga: barrinbanga 'in front', birrinbanga 'in front' (birri(wa) 'breast') and banhu-nga 'at the back' (banhu 'back'). We have notations barrin -bung'a and birrinbung'a to confirm that the suffix is -nga and not -ngga. Since the widespread ergative -nggu is often parallelled by a locative -ngga, it looks as if Dhudhuroa has reflexes of both those forms, but without the g.
The ergative-instrumental marked the agent of a transitive verb as in (1) and (2) and the instrument as in (2). The object of the verb seems to have been unmarked, at least with nouns, as was the subject of an intransitive verb. In (2) yerriyadha-probably means 'to hit with a missile'. There was probably more than one possible word order. The order of words in Mathews' published grammar is agent-patient-instrumentverb.
19
'The man hit a crow with a boomerang'.
The genitive marks the possessor:
Mathews records a paradigm of genitive pronouns. Some of these end in -la. They are given in section 3.2.
(1)
Burrau 'A big man killed a possum'.
Number
The dual was marked by -lbu and the plural by -lmiya or -mangu.
In one manuscript version we find the free forms balatherebo 'two' and nyanda 'mob' as a well as the number suffixes.
Plural can also be indicated by the word nyanda.
'I saw several possums'.
Gender
Mathews reports a masculine and feminine gender in Dhudhuroa, as he does for most languages. It is clear that he is referring to natural gender, in particular, to ways of indicating the sex of animals. He gives the following:
The form djama (jumma) is recorded by Mathews as a word for 'cock bird' opposed to djanggaana (jungana) the word for 'hen bird'. In his published grammar Mathews states that, 'Among birds, the cock is denoted by the 'postfix' bendjana and the hen bird by mimindjana'. Confusingly, he has bandyanno 'doe kangaroo' and mimmindyana 'buck kangaroo' as a note in his draft grammar. 
Pronouns
There are pronouns for three persons and three numbers with an inclusive versus exclusive distinction in the first person dual and plural. The inclusive is unmarked and the exclusive marked by -ndha. A common nominative form is used with the subject of transitive verbs as well as with intransitive ones.
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Genitive forms are also recorded.
Enclitic pronouns representing the subject are attached to the verb and to certain other words, mostly interrogatives, appearing in the first position in a sentence. Mathews also records what appears to be an enclitic for third person singular direct object, namely -nye. Where subject clitics are used, the free pronoun appears to be optional. There are also examples where a free pronoun is used rather than an enclitic.
In both the forms given for nominative and for genitive, there is an apparent confusion between first person plural forms and nyanda, a noun meaning 'group' or 'mob', which is shown as a third person plural form. This seems to be part of a larger confusion between initial ng and ny, which shows up in the first person dual forms, but not in the first person singular forms.
Subject forms
20.
Mathews records an apparent ergative in the first person plural, namely nyandangoo, but nyanda is the word for 'mob'. 'I hit him'.
(6) Nyinda duggindanye.
'You hit him'.
'They hit that one' (given as 'We hit him') This is given as 'We hit him', but nyanda occurs several times as 'they'. It is certainly the word for 'mob', 'group' and it is significant that it takes the ergative, which is expected on nouns but not on pronouns.
'A possum we saw'.
(9) Nguttha takananguddhanye.
'I am hitting him'.
Genitive forms
Mathews gives lists showing persons and numbers as possessor of wan.gewa 'boomerang'. He gives examples where the possessor is postposed as in wan.gewa=ngayi-la 'my boomerang' and where the possessor is preposed or separated by a demonstrative as in Ngina munya wan.gewa 'That boomerang is yours'. There do not appear to be special enclitic forms for possessor, as one might expect from what is found in other languages of south-eastern Australia, except for =dhala 'his/her/its', which appears only in postposed position and contrasts with the free demonstrative magagudhala. It should be noted that the non-singular forms given for the genitive are mostly the same as the nominative forms. The form bungganga looks as if it might be a genuine genitive form, and nyandala is certainly genuine, but it is not a pronoun, but rather a noun meaning 'group' with the regular genitive inflection for nouns. 
gayitgurru-u-u (kait-'guru'u-u, kaitguru-o-o'o!)
Numerals
Locational words
Also mayuwiga barringganga (mioowee-ga burringganga-a) 'in rear of' 
Interrogatives
Negatives
The root ngala occurs in the following sentences:
A form nheh is given for 'I don't know', but it is probably not a negative. In many Australian languages an interrogative/indefinite form is used to convey this meaning rather like the use of English 'whatever'.
Verbs
Tense
Mathews gives verb inflections for past, present and future. The forms appear to be as follows, but there are some irregularities. 
Ngadu ganga=nda
Here is the complete set of paradigms to be found in Mathews. They are all in the past tense. Since the person markers also appear on interrogatives, they are presumably enclitics, but Mathews treats them as inflection, and indeed there are some irregularities.
Imperative
A number of the verb forms in Mathews' glossary end in -ayi and may be imperatives. They include: nginggayi 'sit', thurrgwayi 'talk', thangayi 'tell', ngandagayi 'take', nanggayi 'weep', yagayi 'laugh' and nhagayi 'look'. A few end in -gu, which may be a non-singular imperative as in the Central Victorian language. These are matjgu 'bring', yandigu 'fetch', dhumagu 'kiss' and karramagu 'steal'. The last of these resembles karrama, a word from the Sydney language that was spread in Pidgin.
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The verb for 'fight' is dagayirriba (tukkairibba), which invites comparison with daga 'hit' and suggests a reciprocal form. Other recurrent word-final sequences are:
Vocabulary
The remainder of the data from the sources is given below in alphabetical order, though a few glosses have been modernised: laughing jackass kookaburra, native companion brolga and belly stomach and spear lever woomera. Words from Mathews are unmarked, except that forms found exclusively in the manuscript are marked ms. Words from the Barwidgee list are marked with b. Where the published version and the manuscript version differ, the published spelling is given first and the manuscript second. The manuscript version often differs only in having an extra 'h'. This is shown in round brackets. Additional vocabulary, which exists only in manuscript form, is labelled bms.
The reconstructed phonetic forms shown in the middle column involve different degrees of confidence. The most problematic forms are marked with a question mark. Abbreviations in the cross references are as follows: Bung Bunganditj, CV Central Victorian Language, Gipps Gippsland, MM Mathi-Mathi, Ng Ngarrugu, Pall Pallanganmidhang, Thag Thagungwurrung, Tjap Tjapwurrung, Wa Wathawurrung, Warr Warrnambool Language, Wir Wiradjuri, WV Western Victorian Language, WW Wemba-Wemba, Yab Yabula-Yabula, YY Yota-Yota. A survey of Victorian languages, which shows the relationship between these languages, appears in Blake and Reid. 22 Stress is indicated by an accent (apostrophe) following the stressed syllable as in Mathews' published vocabulary.
Blake & Reid 1998: 4-5. tree, iron bark bulutjba bullutchba see 'white gum' tree, kurrajong bibanba bibbanba tree, lightwood yurrang(g)amba uranga'mbah bms
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